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Possible interactions between Indian Ocean Dipole and intraseasonal variability in the
tropical Indian Ocean

Yukio Masumoto1∗

1JAMSTEC

Variations in the tropical Indian Ocean cover a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is one
of the dominant interannual climate modes there, and several intraseasonal variations are believed to have interaction with IOD
through oceanic bridges and/or air-sea interactions. Two of such examples will be explored in this presentation.

The first example is influence of meso-scale ocean eddy activity in the southeastern tropical Indian Ocean, which is generated
by baroclinic instability in the northern part of the South Equatorial Current. Strong meridional temperature gradient associated
with the IOD event results in anomalously energetic eddy activity. This causes stronger-than-normal northward eddy heat trans-
port, which tends to reduce the meridional temperature gradient, hence a negative feedback on the IOD event itself.

Another example is impact of intraseasonal equatorial Kelvin waves on initiation of the IOD events, particularly in 2006 case.
During May to August, before the 2006 IOD event, several upwelling equatorial Kelvin waves were excited by easterly wind
anomalies in the equatorial central Indian Ocean. Negative subsurface temperature anomalies at the thermocline depth appeared
associated with penetration of these Kelvin waves along the Sumatra coast, creating favorable conditions for cooling of the sur-
face layer due to monsoonal upwelling in August. Constructive interaction between the two processes may set a critical condition
for the generation of the 2006 IOD.

Such scale-interactions in the tropical Indian Ocean should be investigated in more detail for better understanding of mecha-
nisms responsible for the IOD evolution and the skillful prediction of IOD.
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Influence of the Wyrtki Jets on the western Arabian Sea upwelling region

Tomoki Tozuka1∗, Motoki Nagura2, Toshio Yamagata2

1Graduate School of Science, The University of Tokyo,2Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology

The sea surface temperature (SST) in the upwelling region along the western boundary of the Arabian Sea is known to influence
the Indian summer monsoon rainfall. In this study, we examine how a reflection of semiannual Kelvin waves, which is forced
by westerly winds during monsoon breaks and accompanied by the Yoshida-Wyrtki Jet, may influence this region based on
ocean general circulation model experiments. When results from two experiments with and without a damping near the eastern
equatorial Indian Ocean are compared, the SST in the western Arabian Sea becomes colder by as much as 0.4 degree C in the
latter experiment. By calculating mixed layer heat balance, it is shown that this SST difference is mainly due to a difference in
horizontal advection, but is damped by surface heat flux.
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Role of Diurnal Warm Layers in the Diurnal Cycle of Convection over the Tropical Indian
Ocean during MISMO

Hugo Bellenger1∗, Kunio Yoneyama1, Yukari Takayabu2, Tomoki Ushiyama3

1RIGC - JAMSTEC,2AORI - University of Tokyo,3ICHARM - PWRI

The role of air sea interaction in the diurnal variations of convective activity during the suppressed and developing stages of
an intraseasonal convective event is analyzed using in situ observations from the Mirai Indian Ocean cruise for the Study of
the Madden Julian oscillation (MJO)-convection Onset (MISMO) experiment. For the whole period, convection shows a clear
average diurnal cycle with a primary maximum in the early morning and a secondary one in the afternoon. Episodes of large
diurnal sea surface temperature (SST) variations are observed because of diurnal warm layer (DWL) formation. When no DWL
is observed, convection exhibits a diurnal cycle characterized by a maximum in the early morning, whereas when DWL forms,
convection increases around noon and peaks in the afternoon. Boundary layer processes are found to control the diurnal evolution
of convection. In particular, when DWL forms, the change in surface heat fluxes can explain the decrease of convective inhibition
and the intensification of the convection during the early afternoon.

Keywords: Diurnal Warm Layers, Madden-Julian Oscillation, Preconditionning, MISMO, convection
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Cluster analysis of the intraseasonal convection and its impact on the tropical tropopause
temperature

Eriko Nishimoto1∗, Masato Shiotani2

1Graduate school of science, Kyoto University,2Research Institute for Sustainable Humanosphere, Kyoto University

This study investigates space-time variations of the tropical convective activities and temperatures around the tropical tropopause
associated with the intraseasonal oscillation (ISO) during the southern summer by using outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and atmospheric fields from the European Centre for Medium-range
Weather Forecasts Interim reanalysis data.

Cluster analysis is conducted in order to classify ISO types according to both the phase speed and the longitudinal extent of the
eastward propagation. In performing cluster analysis we use the locus of convective activities observed in the unfiltered OLR data
by retaining both the ISO and seasonal mean components to investigate interaction between the two. Then, the 72 ISO events in
the 32 southern summers are mainly grouped into four clusters. Two of the clusters exhibit the slow (<2 m/s) propagation speed
in the unfiltered OLR field and the others fast (˜4 m/s). One cluster characterized as the El Nino phase has the fast speed while
passing over the date line and another as the La Nina phase has the slow speed while propagating to ˜120E. Compared with the
other two clusters characterized as the weak El Nino-Southern Oscillation phase, the speed is slow while propagating to ˜135E
when the SSTs over the Western Pacific are relatively low.

Low temperatures around the tropical tropopause appear to the east of the eastward-propagating convection in the tropics and
to the west in the subtropics, forming a horseshoe-shaped structure. The strength of the horseshoe-shaped temperature structure
is determined by that of the convective activities. Furthermore, the strength and location of the 100-hPa temperature minima
differ among the clusters. This study implies that the different ISOs would cause different impacts on the dehydration process in
the tropical tropopause layer depending on their types.

Keywords: Intraseasonal Oscillation, Madden-Julian Oscillation, Cluster Analysis, Teleconnection, Tropical Tropopause Layer
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Synchronization of thunderstorm activities and OLR in tropical regions

Yukihiro Takahashi1∗, Yusuke Sanmiya1, Mitsuteru Sato1

1Dept. Cosmosciences, Hokkaido University

Based on Global ELF observation Network (GEON) and Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR) intensity, we carried out a
correlated analysis between the number of the lightning strokes and cloud variation in the tropical regions, focusing the variation
around one month periodicity. It was found that the number of lightning stokes in the Maritime Continent (MC) varies with
about month periodicity in the period from February to June 2004 and shows positive correlation (R= ?0.8) with OLR in the
Western Paci?c Warm Pool (WPWP). That is, when thunderstorm activity in the MC is enhanced, the OLR in WPWP becomes
large, meaning less cloud amount. On the other hand, OLR in the central Africa shows negative correlation with the number
of lightning stokes in the MC in that period (R= ?-0.7). Furthermore, in the central Africa OLR seems to re?ect the number of
lightning strokes, showing good correlation between them. This implies that the activities of thunderstorms both in the central
Africa and in the MC oscillate in the same phase. Such a synchronization of thunderstorms or cloud amount in global scale
without phase difference has not been reported and seems difficult to explain these phenomena by conventional theories. We may
need to consider the variation of solar activity, such as UV or galactic cosmic rays, whose variation in the present period (Feb-Jun
2004) shows good correlation with OLR variations in tropical region.

Keywords: thunderstorm, OLR, tropical region, synchronization
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Relationships among Lightning, Precipitation, and Hydrometeor Characteristics in Equa-
torial Indonesia

Marzuki Marzuki1∗, Hiroyuki Hashiguchi1, Masayuki Yamamoto1, Shuichi Mori2, Manabu D. Yamanaka2, Yukihiro Takahashi3

1Research Institute for Sustainable Humanosphere, Kyoto University,2Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology
(JAMSTEC),3Hokkaido University,4Department of Physics, Andalas University, Indonesia

1. Introduction
Knowledge of the lightning activity is an important tool to the meteorologists. Many literatures have discussed on lightning

activity for different regions. However, the studies pertaining to the variability of lightning occurrences in the equatorial Indone-
sia are scanty, except a few studies. Hence, in the present study, the variability of lightning activity in the equatorial Indonesia
is examined, particularly at Kototabang (KT; 100.32E, 0.20S), Pontianak (PT; 109.37E, 0.00S), Manado (MN; 124.92E, 1.55N)
and Biak (BK; 136.10E, 1.18S).

2 Data and Methodology
Lightning activity are observed from theWorld Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) data. Following the advice of

the WWLLN developers, only those lightning locations that triggered at least five sensors and that had residuals< 30 ms are
included in this analysis [1]. The surface precipitation and the profiles of hydrometeors and latent heating are obtained from
the products of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite. The aerosol data are retrieved from the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Raindrop size distribution (DSD) at the surface is from a network of Parsivel
disdrometers. 1.3 GHz wind profiler data at the four sites are used to determine the precipitating cloud type.

3 Results
The evidence of regional variation of precipitation microstructure (e.g., DSD) is clearly observed, and become more obvious

during heavy rain. The composite spectra of PT and KT were much broader than Marshall-Palmer distribution, in contrast to the
DSD at MN and BK, where the DSDs were narrow. This characteristic is consistent with the lightning activity. Figure shows
regional variability of percentage occurrence of flashes. The convective storms are more intense at PT than other three sites and
produce larger raindrops. Detailed analysis regarding the relationships among lightning, precipitation, and hydrometeor charac-
teristics in equatorial Indonesia will be presented in the meeting.

References
[1] Abarca, S. F., Corbosiero, K. L., and Galarneau Jr., T. J.: An evaluation of the Worldwide Lightning Location Net-

work (WWLLN) using the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) as ground truth, J. Geophys. Res., 115, D18206,
doi:10.1029/2009JD013411, 2010.
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Origin of seasonal predictability for summer climate over the Northwestern Pacific

Yu Kosaka1∗, XIE, Shang-Ping1, LAU, Ngar-Cheung2, VECCHI, Gabriel A.2

1Scripps Institution of Oceanography,2GFDL, NOAA

Summer climate in the Northwestern Pacific (NWP) displays large year-to-year variability, affecting densely populated South-
east and East Asia by impacting precipitation, temperature and tropical cyclones. The Pacific-Japan (PJ) teleconnection pattern
provides a crucial link from the tropics of high predictability to East Asia. Using coupled climate model experiments, we show
that the PJ pattern is the atmospheric manifestation of an air-sea coupled mode spanning the Indo-NWP warm pool. In this cou-
pled mode, the PJ pattern forces the Indian Ocean (IO) via a westward propagating atmospheric Rossby wave. In response, IO
sea surface temperature (SST) feeds back and reinforces the PJ pattern via a tropospheric Kelvin wave. Ocean coupling increases
both the amplitude and temporal persistence of the PJ pattern. Cross-correlation of ocean-atmospheric anomalies confirms the
coupled nature of this PJIO mode. El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a major external driver of the PJIO mode, leaving
the last echoes of ENSO in the IO-NWP in the form of this mode. We further demonstrate that the PJIO mode is indeed highly
predictable, giving hopes for skillful seasonal forecast over the densely populated region.

Keywords: air-sea coupled mode, climate variability, East Asian summer monsoon, El Nino-Southern Oscillation
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Recent progress in the MIROC5 seasonal prediction system and predictability of two fla-
vors of El Nino

Yukiko Imada1∗

1Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, the University of Tokyo

This study investigates the difference of the seasonal predictability for two prominent types of El Nino, traditional eastern
Pacific (EP) events and central Pacific (CP) events.

We developed a seasonal prediction system using the coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model (AOGCM) MIROC5
co-developed by Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (AORI), National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES), and
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC). The spatial resolution is a horizontal triangular spectral
truncation at total wave number 85 (T85) with 40 vertical layers, and eight ensemble forecast members are generated according
to the protocol of the WCRP Climate-system Historical Forecast Project (CHFP). Hindcast products for the period 1979-2011
show high predictability of tropical climate signals with the significant anomaly correlation coefficient skill scores, even though
the ocean anomaly data assimilation is applied to the initialization process. The monsoon and Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) indices
also show predictable signals until a few months later. Interestingly, our seasonal prediction system is less affected by the ”spring
prediction barrier” compared to most of the other AOGCMs.

We assess the difference of the seasonal predictability for two prominent types of El Nino, traditional EP events and recent CP
events. Overall, the predictable months of CP events are shorter than EP events because CP events have less amplitude and are
sensitive to atmospheric noises. It seems that this difference in predictability connects to the recent low predictability after 2000
as shown in Barnston et al. (2012). Characteristics of each error-growing process are also investigated.

Barnston, A. G., M. K. Tippett, L. L’Heureux, S. Li, and D. G. DeWitt (2012), Skill of real-time seasonal ENSO model pre-
dictions during 2002-11, BAMS, 631-651.

Keywords: seasonal prediction, ENSO, AOGCM, predictability
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Study on a relationship between New Guinea coastal upwelling in the Bismarck Sea and
onset of El Nino events

Takuya Hasegawa1∗, Toru Miyama2, Jing-Jia Luo3, Bunmei Taguchi4, Ayako Seiki2

1JAMSTEC/RIGC, ESC,2JAMSTEC/RIGC,3Bureau of Meteorology/Australian Government, Australia,4JAMSTEC/ESC

We investigate oceanic and atmospheric variations related to coastal upwelling along New Guinea Island north coast before
onset of El Nino event. In our previous studies, existence of the coastal upwelling and related SST cooling near New Guinea Island
during December 2001 to January 2002, which was prior to onset of 2002/03 El Nino event, were shown by observational data.
Furthermore, we explored cooling mechanism related to the coastal upwelling using high-resolution OGCM (OFES) hindcasts
using NCEP/NCAR forcing and QuikSCAT forcing during 1981-2010. In this study, we analyze long-term output of 200-year
simulation of high-resolution air-sea coupled general circulation model (SINTEX-F ver2). SST patterns similar to the observed
coastal upwelling along north coast of New Guinea Island appear before onset of El Nino-like events in the SINTEX-F ver2
simulation. At those periods, positive zonal SST gradients in the western equatorial Pacific also appear in association with the
SST cooling near New Guinea Island. Relatively strong westerly surface winds, which are expected by the positive SST zonal
gradients, also appear in those periods. Such oceanic and atmospheric relationship is similar to that of observation for SST
cooling period of December 2001 to January 2002. It might suggest that the SST cooling along north coast of New Guinea Island
can relates to El Nino onset via atmospheric changes. We will also explore upper-ocean structure during the SST cooling period
to further explore a relationship between the SST cooling pattern and New Guinea Island coastal upwelling before El Nino onsets
using the SINTEX-F ver2 simulation.

Keywords: Air-sea interaction, coastal upwelling, Pacific warm water pool, El Nino onset
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Regional Climate Modeling Study of Wind Variations over Western Pacific Warm Pool
before El Nino Onsets

Toru Miyama1∗, Takuya Hasegawa2

1JAMSTEC RIGC/APL,2JAMSTEC RIGC/ESC

Regional climate modeling is an effective way to study on phenomena which found interesting in global GCMs. Regional
models can play a complementary role to global models in experimental designs. While global models are free running, but may
suffer from biases, regional models are bounded at lateral boundaries and achieve better realism.

Using the data of observations and global models, Hasegawa et al (2009, 2010, 2011) found strong northwesterly surface
winds and cold-water upwellings along the northern coast of New Guinea often occur before El Nino onsets. They hypothesized
that the cold waters generate positive zonal sea surface temperature (SST) gradient together with high SST east of the warm
pool in the Western Pacific Ocean contribute to enhancement of the westerly surface winds, leading to onsets of El Nino events.
The goal is to understand this region in an ocean-atmosphere coupled system. As a first step, we have conducted experiments
with a regional atmospheric model. The model used in this study is the International Pacific Research Center (IPRC) Regional
Atmospheric Model (iRAM) to understand the effects of the cold SST. The model covers the western Pacific Ocean with a
horizontal resolution of 0.25 degree. We particularly focused on December 2001 to January 2002, as Hasegawa et al. (2009) did
in their diagnostic study. The model well reproduced events of wind westerly surface winds in this region. Experiments show
that wind variations near the New Guinea are responsive to local SST. Even when the lateral boundary condition is unchanged,
westerly surface wind is weakened when the cold signal by the upwelling is eliminated from the SST field. We also pay attention
to the role of the high mountains of New Guinea in shaping climate around this region. An experiment showed the orography of
New Guinea causes rising air motion above the mountains. Recent experiments of the coupled ocean-atmospheric model (coupled
to the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model using the Earth System Modeling Framework) will be also reported.

Keywords: El Nino, Pacific Ocean, regional model, upwelling, Tropics, convection
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Off-equatorial influences on equatorial Atlantic variability

Ingo Richter1∗, Swadhin Behera1, Yukio Masumoto1, Bunmei Taguchi2, Hideharu Sasaki2, Toshio Yamagata3

1Research Institute for Global Change, JAMSTEC,2Earth Simulator Center, JAMSTEC,3Application Laboratory, JAMSTEC

Interannual-to-decadal variability in the tropical Atlantic is dominated by two modes of variability. The zonal mode governs in
the equatorial Atlantic and is thought to rely on dynamics akin to El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). The meridional mode,
on the other hand, involves sea-surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the northern and southern tropical Atlantic centered at
15oN and 15oS, respectively.

In the present study we use the NCEP reanalysis, OFES hindcast, and CSIRO Mk 3.5 coupled GCM to reexamine the dynamics
governing the zonal mode. We find that equatorial wind stress forcing and ENSO-like dynamics can explain some of the observed
warm events but not all of them. In particular there are warm events that occur despite easterly surface wind anomalies in the
preceding months. This is due to sub-surface warm waters being advected from approximately 5oN toward the equator. The
sub-surface warming is ultimately related to SST anomalies in the northern tropical Atlantic, which induce wind stress curl
anomalies that force downwelling just north of the equator. This suggests a mechanism by which off-equatorial ocean conditions
can influence the zonal mode of variability and poses an additional challenge to skillful predictions in the region.

Keywords: tropical Atlantic, equatorial Atlantic, zonal mode, meridional mode, meridional advection
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Locally amplified Ningaloo Nino off the western coast of Australia

Takahito Kataoka1∗, Tomoki Tozuka1, Swadhin Behera2, Toshio Yamagata2

1The University of Tokyo,2JAMSTEC

Using observational and reanalysis data, the mechanism of a new climate mode off western Australia called ”Ningaloo Nino”
is investigated. It is associated with positive sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies and peaks during austral summer. There
are two types of Ningaloo Nino: The ”locally amplified” and ”non-locally amplified” events. The former can develop through
an intrinsic unstable air-sea interaction off western Australia; an anomalous cyclone generated by positive SST anomalies forces
northerly alongshore wind anomalies, which induce coastal downwelling anomalies, and enhance the warm SST anomalies.

It is found that the locally amplified Ningaloo Nino cause positive rainfall anomalies along the coast of western Australia,
but the signals are subtle and the northern part tends to become drier because of a weaker monsoon.

Keywords: Ningaloo Nino, unstable air-sea interaction, coastal upwelling, western Australia, precipitation
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ENSO simulation in GCMs: A review and recent progress

Masahiro Watanabe1∗

1AORI, The University of Tokyo

Changes in the activity of the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon under global warming could potentially have
a large impact on the global weather, society, and economy, but have not so far been converged in ensembles of future scenario
experiments based on multiple climate models. Using parameter ensembles of four high-end climate models with smaller errors
in simulating ENSO in the present climate, we demonstrate that the ENSO will become more energetic under global warming.
This occurs because the mean atmospheric state in a warmed climate is wetter over the central-eastern equatorial Pacific. The
wetter mean state favours an eastward shift in the equatorial zonal wind stress response to El Nino/La Nina, which acts to increase
the ENSO amplitude due to enhanced coupled instability. A careful analysis of the previous multi-model ensemble suggests a
similar mechanism at work and indicates that the precipitation increase over the cold tongue region, relative to the change over
the entire equatorial Pacific, is the key factor for the robust intensification of ENSO. A preliminary analysis to the CMIP5 archive,
however, does not necessarily support the above conlusions.

Keywords: GCM, ENSO, Global warming
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Mechanism for the asymmetry in ENSO transition and duration

Masamichi Ohba1∗

1Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI), Environmental Science Research Lab.

The El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), which consists of a quasi-periodic (3-7-yr timescale) warming (El Nino) and cool-
ing (La Nina) of the tropical central and eastern Pacific Ocean (CEP), is the most dominant driver for Earth’s interannual climate
variability. ENSO prediction is of practical interests, in addition to scientific, because of its large environmental and societal im-
pacts. To predict and understand the variability of ENSO, a number of investigators have suggested conceptual theories, providing
a comprehensive idea regarding the cyclic nature of ENSO. The mechanisms in these conceptual theories effectively capture the
observed phase transition from El Nino to La Nina and successfully reproduce the linear oscillation of ENSO. However, several
studies have reported that a type of break in the ENSO cycle occurs when La Nina shifts to El Nino. The air-sea coupled system
over the Pacific somehow remains in a weak La Nina state for up to two years, while El Nino tends to turn rapidly into La
Nina after the mature phase. Recent studies (Ohba and Ueda 2009; Ohba et al. 2010; Okumura et al. 2011) have reported that
the nonlinear atmospheric response to the CEP sea surface temperature forcing is a fundamental cause of the asymmetry in the
transition. Because the duration of an ENSO episode can cause severe drought, for example, the 1999-2001 drought in central
Asia from, and this duration is difficult to reproduce in most coupled general circulation models, understanding of the ENSO
asymmetry is important for improving seasonal climate forecast skills (Ohba et al. 2010; Ohba and Watanabe 2012). Therefore,
the asymmetry of transition/duration is an important aspect of ENSO. In the presentation, these recent studies will be introduced
with the discussion of its long-term change and asymmetry in the ENSO predictability.

Keywords: El Nino/Southern Oscillation, Pacific Ocean, Indian Ocean
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Prediction and Projection of Tropical Cyclone Activity over the Western North Pacific
Using CMIP5 Near-Term Experiments

Masato Mori1∗, KIMOTO, Masahide1, ISHII, Masayoshi2, WATANABE, Masahiro1, MOCHIZUKI, Takashi3

1Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, University of Tokyo,2Meteorological Research Institute,3Japan Agency for Marine-
Earth Science and Technology

In line with the experimental design for near-term climate prediction toward the 5th Assessment Report of the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change, we performed ensembles of initialized decadal hindcast and near-future (NF) projection using
three versions of the coupled atmosphere-ocean model MIROC. In this study, interannual and multiyear predictability of tropical
cyclone (TC) activity in the western North Pacific (WNP) is explored, using the initialized hindcasts. In addition, global warming
impacts on WNP TC activity in the NF are also examined using the NF projection up to 2035.

The hindcasts show that year-to-year variation of TC number reasonably captures the observation. Interannual variability
for TC genesis and occurrence frequency (TGF and TOF) associated with ElNino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is found to
be predictable mainly through better prediction of sea surface temperature (SST) and lower-tropospheric large-scale vorticity
anomalies. These results indicate that models are able to reproduce the major basic mechanisms that link TC genesis with large-
scale circulation. On the multiyear timescale, skillful prediction of TC number is likely difficult at least in our hindcasts, but
three-year-mean states of hindcast started in 1998 reasonably capture observed major characteristics of TC activity associated
with the Pacific climate shift during the late 1990s through the initialization.

Projected NF (2016-2035) change in WNP TC genesis number shows significant reduction (approximately 14%) especially
over the western WNP even in the NF when the global warming is not so prominent compared with the end of this century. The
reduction is likely due to the suppression of large-scale lower-tropospheric vorticity and relative humidity, and enhancement of
vertical wind shear. The projected SST exhibits a more pronounced warming over the eastern tropical Pacific and accompanies
weakening of Walker circulation via redistribution of tropical convection activity, which appears to be responsible for the change
in large-scale fields in WNP.

Keywords: Tropical Cyclone, Predictability
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Slowdown of the Walker circulation driven by tropical Indo-Pacific warming

Hiroki Tokinaga1∗, Shang-Ping Xie2, Clara Deser3, Yu Kosaka2, Yuko M. Okumura4

1IPRC, University of Hawaii,2Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California at San Diego,3National Center for
Atmospheric Research,4Institute for Geophysics, The University of Texas at Austin

A suite of ship observations including sea level pressure, marine cloud, surface wind, and ocean subsurface temperature show
that the Walker circulation has slowed down for the past century. The cause of this slowdown is investigated using a multi-model
ensemble of atmospheric GCM simulations forced by several datasets of historical SST. The models reproduce observed changes
well if the right SST datasets are used. The results show that the Walker circulation change over the past six decades was induced
mostly by changes in zonal SST gradient across the Indo-Pacific Oceans, and that the warming over the Indo-western Pacific is
not as large as previously thought. The widely-used SST datasets show intense warming over the tropical Indo-western Pacific,
where uncertainty of SST warming trend is especially large. As a result, atmospheric GCMs forced by the conventional SST
datasets tend to strengthen the Walker circulation, in disagreement with observations. The observed circulation change over the
tropical Pacific contains large natural variability but provides a useful constraint on historical SST reconstruction.

Keywords: Walker circulation, Climate change, Tropical Pacific, Tropical Indian Ocean, Ocean-atmosphere interaction
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Intercomparison of CMIP5 Ocean Model Performance for SST Variations over EEIO and
its Relation to Thermocline

Ibnu Fathrio1∗, Yasumasa Kodama1

1Graduate School of Science and Technology, Hirosaki University

The motivation of this study is to evaluate SST variations of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) dataset in
Eastern Equatorial Indian Ocean (EEIO) by considering the influence of subsurface ocean structure. Variations of SST are studied
by applying Power spectral density (PSD) analysis on SST of CMIP5 dataset and observation of SODA dataset. Some models
show stronger/weaker SST variations than observation on specific time scale. Based on the strength of SST variations relative to
observation, models are divided into three groups: strong model, moderate model and normal model. Normal models have SST
variations close to observation, while strong and moderate models show stronger SST variations (relative to observation) on 1-2
years, 2-3 years and 3-7 years time scale.

The cause of strong SST variations on 3-7 years time scale is related to shallow thermocline of models. Strong linearity in
SST-thermocline relation may indicates more dominant influence of subsurface to SST variations on this time scale. In warming
climate, relationship between thermocline and SST is still maintained; models with shallow thermocline shows stronger SST
variations than models with deeper thermocline. Many models show unchanged thermocline depth, which may become the cause
of a little change in SST variations on 3-7 years time scale.

Keywords: CMIP5, Eastern Equatorial Indian Ocean, Thermocline, SST variations
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A distinct stronger warming in the tropical tropopause layer during 2000s: Association
with minor volcanic eruptions

Sanjay Mehta1∗, Massatomo Fujiwara2, Toshitaka Tsuda1

1Research Institute for Sustainable Humanosphere (RISH), Kyoto University, Japan,2Facaulty of Environmental Earth Science,
Hokkaido University, Japan

The trends and various interannual variability components in the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) over the tropics (15oS-15oN)
are examined by employing upper air data from GPS Radio Occultation (RO), radiosonde (IGRA, RICH and HadAT2) and
ERA-Interim during 2001-2010. The detection capability of the GPS RO, though with limited data coverage, has been shown in
previous studies. The temperature anomalies from unadjusted radiosonde (IGRA), adjusted radiosonde (RICH and HaAT2), and
ERA-Interim shows favorable comparison with GPS RO except at 100 hPa in ERA-Interim data. Detail analysis of the warming
observed in the TTL during 2001-2010 using both standard linear and multiple regressions is carried out. The temperature trend
estimated using standard linear regression analysis (i.e. allowing the contributions from various interannual variability) reveals
a strong warming of about 0.5-1.5 K/decade in the TTL (about 16-19 km) with maximum warming at about 18 km in each data
during 2001-2010. Further, multiple regression analysis is performed while including various interannual components such as
Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and stratospheric Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD). We
performed two types of multiple regression analysis considering without (method-1) and with (method-2) seasonal modulation
of the interannual components. The distinct warming in the TTL is partially but not completely removed on removing the QBO
and ENSO components. However, on removing the AOD along with QBO, ENSO removes the distinct warming in the TTL.
Therefore, this study shows that the strong distinct warming in the TTL is associated with minor volcanic eruptions during
2000s. Positive and significant AOD responses to the temperatures of about 0.1-0.2 K/AOD-Index are observed in the TTL
region which explains about 5-15% of the total variance during 2001-2010.

Keywords: Temperature trends, Climate change, Tropical tropopausue layer, El Nino Southern Oscillation, Stratospheric Aerosol
Optical Depth
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